

































































We've related associative graph complexes
to
mapping class groups of puncturedsurfaces 5g s s 0

There's also a relation ofcommutatie
graph complexeswith mapping class
groups of closed surfaces 5g

Reference Chan Galatius Payne
Tropical curves graph complexes
and top weight cohomologygNgarXi v 1805 10186

Recall commutative graph complex Cgi even

orientation is generated by connected
graphs G with all

IT GE Fu
all vertices at least trivalent
no odd symmetries
symmetries giving odd permutation

ofedges

Lecture 8     Graph homology





































































We saw

H tcg
n

EH Catithutfa OcunYontfa

CGP call Chikhtfn the moduli spaceoftropical
curves of genus n and denote it On

Points in OCVn CVn Cvn are in faces

ofsimplices of
TCG g where some

subgraph has shrunk to 0 o o

We denote this by labeling the image of te
subgraph with the ranks ofthe shrunken
components Otago 1

We can expand a vertex o
1

with a positive weight in
O_O

by inserting a rank me
0 1 0 0.1

graph into it 3 HII
in many ways d




































































ie i f G E O Cvn TCG is a

face of many different simp trees of CV aRemark i
The idea of inserting ongraph into a vertex

of another makes the set of graphswith numbered vertices into something
like a cyclicquad
0 n graphs y n vertices

En acts by permuting tie vertices
G Oi Ga plugs Gz into faith

vertex ofG
The fact that there are many ways to
plug Gz into a vertex FG makes
it not quite fit our definition
but this can be fudged
see will wacher




































































Chan Galatius Payne observe

C Un C An C Bn where

C B n G somevertex ofG has label o

or G has a loop
C An Gl no positivelabels no loops

It is dear C Bn is a subcomplex
since collapsing an edgeeEither creates
a positive label if e is aloop or

preserves loops Cif e is not aloop

C An is also a subcomplex because
No generator G of G On has a double

edge so you can't create a loop by
collapsing an edge and youcan't
create a positive label since G fu
has no loops

lemme CCGP G Bn is acydro
lie has no real homology




































































Proof Let G be a generator f C Bn
An edgeof G is a stem if

G or G tone

let Ct se C Bu be generated by
graphs witn s stems
and t non stem edges

Then 0 CkBn Ck a Bn
G Ost Ot

where Os collapses stems and de collapses
non stem edges

There C Bn Cgt forms a double complex

EE e

s

1
G I t Csi t i




































































To compute its homology first compute
the vertical homology Cst tog RG

di if cmaii.tnis

t Los
Csi t RG graphs

obtainable fun
d t
i

G by gravy
f skins

at
Co e 2 Go no stems

Grow one stem from G and set GIE.SIO
Graphs in RG are all compatible un G

eiker hey already curtains or youcold
adds to them

Rb is the augmented chain complexof a
poset wherehe poset relation is stemcollapse

G G'us E is a poset map
giving a retraction RG pt




































































This works unless t 0

because G mom is he alygraph
up to and I I

q.jo't 0

so te last column gies IR O

Ho IR But we will take reduced handyy
n f Dn by adding the graph

Remarks

wehaveimplicitly assured the graphs in RG have
no symmetries but this can be taken care of
by an equiv homologyspectral sequence since Rb
is the quotient ofan acyclic eplexby a fondegroup

Coe H CC An Tt G on It Con
It C On C Bn




































































Exercise A similar proof shows C DT is

acyclic so by les of the triple Con Ba OT
weget

a

H C On H C On C OT
which we previously identified with Kartsevich's
commutate graph haadogy H Cg
endofPart I

Relation with Mod Sa

GP observe on _UnYouth f Sn Mod Su

where 6Csn is the care complex ofSn
To see this

Let FHo 43 be a cave system on S Sn




































































Tc

yµg
There is a dualgraph

82 T
Label each vertex 0

witntre genesof tee t.TO
comesp sur fue

A simplex in ECS is givenby weightng
each 8 so that E WHri 1

We can think ofthese weights as lengths on
the edges of G

The action of ModG doesn't charge
the homeomorphism type of the
complementary surfaces which is
determined bythe genus and of 0
components by the classification

of surfaces
so tous lableed graph G is well
defined modulo Mod S


































































It also gives a unique point in CUuYoutfu

You get HIT bycollgpay a sub

graph of rank in 8 o G
O

G y t
o

2h00 edo G
0

This is a coded 3 face ofTCG
It's a faceof ewry o Gl where G
is obtained by inserting a rank 2 graph
into tearlex labeled 2

Modulo outCfd the murky is irrelevant

To make the connection with ModCsg
recall ModCsf acts properly on Teichmii Her
space 9g and the quotient Mtg is
called the moduli spaceof Riemann surfaces

Since Gg is contractible and the action is proper
It Mg Q H Mod5g Q



Mg is a complex variety but is non compact

Pinchay some simple closed curves on Sg gives
a rag going off to infonty Cleaving every
compact set

hE
Label each vertex ofthe dualgraph G bythe genus ofthe corresponding pinched surface

O

t.FI G

tf each canpaint of S 8 is a spherewithholes

turn rank G genus s
In general genus s rank G t E Coatexlabels

Pinchingthe 8 u at different rates gives
a simplex of inequivalat rays
The Deligne Mumford compactification
Mtg of Mg adds a product



of moduli spaces oftee components to

Mg making it into a projecture
variety lip it is compact

Eg g Ng F Rez 0 51227

Eggert
Nbdfa is conformally Iot

To getMtg add themissingpoint
then Mg is compact

Itg Ng has a dual complex which is8gCofg Tg covered byproductsof Teich miller
spaces for tee components we pinched off

OgThe nerve of this coer modisg

Thequotient of ol G c ECS modulo Mod S

or old cCvn't modulo OutCfa r s

a rational cell lemon rat'd handogysphere
unless G has an automorphism inducing an

odd permutation of its edges



H Ng has a weight filtration
this is related to Hodgetearyof

cgp say
the cohomology withcomplex coefficients

X n

tie Topweight cohomology ofMy
Thing Mg

specifically Graw Hu k Ng EH Con Q1

de dinNg with the appropriate gradey
of theCod

By the discussion last hour IT Ou Q H Cg

By will wader's team Ho CG I gots
By Brown's theorem grts contains a fee
Lie algebra on generators as as a

So weget lots of nontrivial classes in H CgCGD translate this into the statement
that these gone top weight classes in HTMy



Why is HTCg a Lie algebra

Thos uses the operation ofinserting graphsinto vertices of other graphs
Willwader uses deg G VG rkCG I

e G 2NdG

Define G o G req graphs obtainable
byinsertingGaintor

If Gi are commututue graphs order to
Gz edges after he 6 edges

exercise i degLG Gz degG theyGz
Now define

keyGkegGD
g gG Gif G Gz G

In particular this gives Co a Lie algebra structure

Exercia C s I co is anti symmetric and
satisfies the Jacobi identity

Cingaeval it is graded anti symmetric and
satisfies the graded Jacobi identity



Exercise Shao JG Groo G
conclude E T induces a Lie algebra
structure on HOUGH aka So


